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ABSTRACT 

 

Product reviews are valuable resource for information seeking and decision making purposes. 
Products such as smart phone are discussed based on their aspects e.g. battery life, screen 
quality, etc. Knowing user statements about aspects is relevant as it will guide other users in 
their buying process. In this paper, we automatically extract user statements about aspects for a 
given product. Our extraction method is based on dependency parse information of individual 
reviews. The parse information is used to learn patterns and use them to determine the user 
statements for a given aspect. Our results show that our methods are able to extract potentially 
useful statements for given aspects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Product reviews are a valuable resource for information seeking and decision making purposes. 

Online shops such as Amazon allow customers and users to add reviews to every product in their 

online catalogue. Certain reviews are direct feedback about a product and can guide new 

customers in their buying process. However, in most cases due to the immense number of reviews 

it is impossible for a customer to digest all of them. Several automatic processing methods of 

such reviews have been proposed. One intensively studied approach is the extraction of sentiment 

from reviews and summarization of positive and negative instances within the review set [6,7]. 

For instance, for the following review the sentiment approach would say that the review is 

positive: 

The display is bright, colourful and has a high resolution. 

However, sentiment extraction has a clear limitation in this case because it is not able to provide 

why the review is positive. Obviously, this review provides some pieces of evidence about a 

product and claims implicitly that the product is good because of those premises. Thus, a better 

approach than sentiment extraction would be a pipeline that is able to extract those premises and 

provide a quality judgment or claim about the product based on the extracted premises such as: 

The product X is good because many think it has an excellent display.  

We present such a pipeline in Figure 1. Our pipeline shows the process of evaluating all reviews 

from one certain product. In the first step, it extracts premises which entails aspects and personal  
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Figure 1. Information extraction pipeline 

 

statements. Next, because the same aspect can be expressed in different ways (display, screen) it 

groups the different expressions of an aspect together to a broader one (e.g. display). The same is 

performed for all statements provided about an aspect. In the final step, it generates a summary 

about the product based on the aspects and statements. Our goal is to have a pipeline such that 

product reviews from arbitrary categories can be summarized. In this work, we focus at step one 

(extraction of premises) of the pipeline and leave the remaining steps for future work.  

 

In our case a premise consists of an aspect and one or more personal statements. For instance, for 

the earlier example we have the aspect display and three statements: bright, colourful and high 
resolution. We assume in this work that aspects within reviews are already known and focus only 

on the automatic extraction of subjective phrases. Our statement extraction method is based on 

dependency parse trees. From the parse tree, we obtain generalized patterns that highlight the 

boundaries of statements and link them to an aspect within a review.  

 

Patterns generated from dependency parse trees have been already investigated for extracting 

information from well-formed text [8,9,10] as well as in combination with aspect-based opinion 

mining [4,11,14]. However, to the best of our knowledge such patterns have not been applied to 

extract statements for given aspects.  

 

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, we take a short look at other approaches 

and methods used to process reviews for information extraction. After that we introduce the data 

we work with. Section 4 presents our technical solution to aspect relevant subjective phrase 

extraction, followed by Section 5 describing our experimental settings. Results are described and 

discussed in Section 6. We conclude our paper in Section 7. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
Opinion mining and sentiment analysis is a wide research field and can be divided into different 

areas [3]. In terms of product reviews there has been a focus on aspect-based sentiment analysis 

[13,6,15]. In our work, we concentrate on aspect-based opinion mining and aim to extract 

statements for given aspects rather than sentiments. On this line, the work of Sauper et al. applies 

an LDA [1] model to simultaneously extract aspects and statements. Unlike us they are using 

rather clean data with one aspect per sentence and by only considering argumentative sentences, 

thus preemptively eliminating any noise in the data. Xu et al. also used LDA to jointly extract 

aspects and sentiments, however they also limit the aspects per sentence to one and extract them 

both at once. In our case the sentences can have more than one aspect as well as more than one 

statement in a sentence. We also do not assume that our sentences are argumentative. 

Furthermore, we apply patterns learned from dependency trees instead of LDA. 

 

Dependency parse inspired patterns were used before in order to extract information from general 

texts [8,4,10] as well as online reviews [11,15,17]. In some of these studies the patterns are 

manually generated [4,11,15] and others learn them automatically from the data [8,10,17]. Fixed 
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patterns are used both for learning or extracting aspects [11] and link aspects to statements [4]. 

Qiu et al. [15] apply relation patterns to find new aspects and statements. Their use of relations 

patterns is quite successful, but unlike ours has the clear restrictions of static patterns. Unlike our 

study generated patterns from previous studies have not been applied to extract personal 

statements for given aspects but rather used, for instance, to extract entity or sentiment related 

information. 

 

Other approaches use the opposite direction, meaning that they search for aspects given certain, 

ambiguous, statement. Yauris at al. [19] for example apply the methods used in [15] to extract 

aspect from game reviews, however they statements are limited to adjectives only while our 

statements can be whole phrases. Hu et al. [20] uses a frequency based approach to extract 

aspects or features. The sentiment is given by an orientation and not the actual information like 

done here. The same underlying method was later also used and enhanced by Marrese-Taylor et 

al. [18] where they conducted a user study  with a visual overview over the sentiment for each 

aspect.   

3. DATA 
 
The raw data is taken from Amazon reviews provided by [5]. These consist in total of 142.8 

million reviews from which we annotated 400 randomly selected reviews. The reviews come 

from 4 different categories or representatively 4 different products with a sufficient review count. 

We annotated aspects and personal statements within the reviews. Statements are defined as 

certain assertions given by the reviewer. These can also be seen as a stated opinion or sentiment 

about some part of a product. 

 

The aspect describes what part or characteristic of the product is being discussed. Aspects are also 

seen as an opinion target, like the ones used in [16]. All the reviews in our data were annotated by 

one single expert. Altogether we found 1,666 aspects and 1,987 statements within the annotated 

reviews. Among the reviews there are a few cases where the review contains only the aspect 

annotation and does not convey any statement. In our application scenario, we filter out such 

cases and focus only on reviews entailing both aspect and statements. The total number of 

reviews containing both annotation types is 1,966. In most cases a review contains only a single 

aspect and one or more statements. In this case all statements are linked to the single aspect. 

However, there are also cases where a review contains more than one aspect as the following 

example shows: The keyboard and trackpad of this notebook is quite sturdy but not well designed. 

This example sentence contains the aspects keyboard and trackpad. The statements are quite 

sturdy and not well designed. Since there are two aspects both statements are regarded as 

connected to each of the aspects. We use these 400 reviews to learn patterns based on dependency 

parse information. These patterns are in turn used to automatically extract subjective statements 

as well as to link them to aspects. 

 
Table 1. Annotated Data 

Categories Claims Premises Relations 

SD Card 333 399 396 

Earphones 456 549 549 

Keyboard 427 535 517 

E-reader 450 504 504 

all 1,666 1,987 1,966 
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4. METHODS 

 
The task of extracting the complete statements is split into two successive steps. First, we identify 

the position of a statement within the sentence and afterwards we limit the borders of the 

statement. This limitation is needed because a statement might not be given in a single word and 

can consist of a certain part of the containing sentence. Looking at the previous example 

sentence: The keyboard and trackpad of this notebook is quite sturdy but not well designed, the 

statements are limited to the words quite sturdy and not well designed. When retrieving only a 

partial statement its meaning might be drastically altered. By excluding, for instance, the word not 
in the second statement the meaning is inverted and the actual information is lost.  

 

For learning patterns, we use dependency parse trees, which we obtain using the DKPro 

framework [2], and word types (POS) for each word. Example dependency trees are shown in 

figures 2 to 4. Note that for POS tags with multiple variations, like nouns, we abstracted them to 

one general form. For instance, the sentences The display is bright and The displays are bright 
have the noun (aspect) display described by and adjective, the statement bright. When looking at 

the POS-tag of the aspects we have a tag for a singular and plural noun. Using the specific POS-

tags would generate two different patterns. To avoid this, we simply use an abstract NOUN as 

word type for this node in the aspect.  

 

Note, the information of the quantity is not needed for our purposes, as in the extraction and 

outcome each of these nouns are connected to the adjective, giving us the information how each 

aspect is described by its statement. This means that the correct noun, whether plural or singular 

will be linked to the adjective and so the information of the quantity is still present.  

 

 

 

with  being the -th succeeding word after word  in the pattern.  

 

Figure 2. Dependency tree: The display works great. 

 
 

A simple, single pattern like seen in figure 2 contains the word type of the two connected nodes 

 and the direction of the link d. More complex patterns, as those in figure 3 
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and figure 4, are nested. This indicates which succeeding edges are needed to link the aspect to 

the statement in these cases.  

 

Besides describing the relationships between an aspect and statement, the patterns can also be 

used to describe a statement. This allows us to minimize the complexity of our pattern as not only 

to find a link between an aspect but also to extract a complete statement. The whole process of 

extracting statements is divided into two steps: head identification of a statement, the linking to 

an aspect, and boundary detection, the limiting of a statement. Both limiting and linking steps are 

detailed in the following sections. 

 

4.1 Limiting 
 
The limiting of a statement defines its length and content. In order to extract only the relevant 

information, we need to distinguish the relevant part of a sentence from the irrelevant ones. To 

achieve this, we use the underlying dependency within a statement. A statement consists of 

several words forming a logical and rhetorical structure and have one certain root node. By 

determining this root node, we can extract a subtree containing all the words from the statement. 

Based on this subtree we create a pattern describing the word types and dependencies of the 

words within the statement. In figure 3 we can see the statement with one root node, the 

noun(NN) colours. The adjective bright is linked as an adjectival modifier (amod) to this noun. 

We can use these pieces of information to limit our pattern to  Apart from 

determining the boundaries of patterns we can also use these root nodes as a clear target for the 

preceding step, the linking between an aspect and its statements which we describe in the next 

section. 

 
Figure 3. Dependency tree: The Display has bright colours. 

 

 
Figure 4. Dependency tree: It has a bright and colourful display. 
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4.2 Linking 

Patterns are also used for linking an aspect to its statements. Similar to the statement extraction 

we also determine the root nodes of the aspects as a start of our patterns. For each pair of a given 

aspect and extracted statement we now have two root nodes for which we extract a linking 

pattern. In most aspects in the review there is only one statement given. For these cases, the path 

from the aspect to the head of the statement is taken as the pattern. These cases as well as the 

extracted linking patterns are shown in Figures 2 and 3. However, reviews might have complex 

structures such as containing more than one subjective phrases (see Figure 4). For these cases, we 

generate several patterns where each pattern captures only one path between the aspect and the 

head of each existing subjective phrase.  

4.3 Selecting patterns 

For both of our steps we have to select the right patterns to apply. This is needed because the 

extracted patterns can partially overlap each other. When looking again at the example linking 

patterns from figure 2, <NN, +, VBZ>, and figure 3, <NN, +, <VBZ, -, JJ>>, we can see that 

both patterns describe the first edge identical. The first pattern however ends after this edge, while 

the second pattern continues with another edge. In cases where we can apply the second pattern 

we could also apply the first one. Therefore, we have to prefer some patterns over others to 

increase overall performance as well as to have general patterns as much as possible. To achieve 

this, we use support and accuracy, as well as a combination of both computed over the patterns. 

Support The support of a pattern states how often this pattern is observed. Quite common is a 

linking pattern like seen in figure 3 which is extracted from the sentence: The display has bright 
colours. This pattern is received from every sentence that has a sentence structure: ASPECT 

VERB STATEMENT. Instead of adding a new pattern each time we increase the support of the 

first pattern. The support of a limiting pattern is calculated similarly. Each occurrence of a pattern 

increases the support of it. 

Accuracy The accuracy of a pattern is calculated by evaluating how often a pattern can be 

correctly applied in our data. When we apply a linking pattern we only know the head node of the 

aspect. When we look at the patterns from figure 2 and 3 the aspect head node has the same type. 

Assuming we only have those two linking patterns, we can apply the first pattern not only in the 

first example but also in the second as we have the same edge from the noun to the verb. This 

would result in one correct linking and one false linking and would achieve an accuracy of 0.5 

For the limiting patterns, we proceed similarly. 

Average accuracy and support These support and accuracy values are used to rank the patterns 

in order to determine the best ones. Additionally, we propose a third ranking by averaging over 

the normalized accuracy and support. The normalized accuracy  and support  are calculated 

by 

 

with a(p) as the accuracy, s(n) as the support and P as the set of all patterns. 
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Threshold For the task of limiting a statement we use the best pattern (most highly ranked 

pattern) to select a single statement. However, when we want to link the statements to the aspects 

we have the problem that there can be multiple links per aspect and using the most highly linking 

pattern does not resolve the problem. Figure 4 for example has two statements bright and 

colourful. When we select only one linking pattern we can only retrieve one of the statements. To 

retrieve both statements we, have to apply more than one linking pattern. We determine the 

number of patterns that need to be applied using an adaptive threshold ta This threshold is 

calculated by ta = rank (ph) . (1- r), where rank (ph) is the value of the highest matching pattern 

and  is the percentage of decline which we allow. For our linking patterns, we allow a 10% 

decline in performance. 

Table 2. Results of the predicted links 

Ranking P R F1 P@10 P@20 P@50 

LinkBaseline .43 .43 .43 - - - 

       

Accuracy .54 .47 .50 .69 .64 .64 

Support .41 .34 .37 .28 .32 .39 

Acc. & Sup. .48 .44 .46 .29 .33 .38 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 
 

As we mentioned in Section 4 we separate our approach for extracting the statements into two 

elementary steps: linking to the location of a statement and limiting the extracted statement. For 

each step, we compare our results with a different straightforward and robust baseline. For 

obtaining patterns, as well as for the evaluation of both steps, we use the gold standard data 

described in Section 3. To evaluate the significance of our results we use a pairwise McNemar 

test[12] with Bonferroni correction.  

 

5.1 Evaluation setup 

 
To evaluate the performance of our statement extraction we apply 10-fold cross validation. Note 

that we keep in each fold only the patterns that occur at least twice. Patterns occurring less 

frequently in our training set, are not used for statement extraction. This is done to eliminate 

possible annotation and grammatical errors from our reviews. We compute precision, recall and 

F1-measure to quantify the performance of our pattern extraction approach. Additionally, as we 

can rank our retrieved patterns, we calculate the precision at 10, 20 and 50 to evaluate for the 

quality of the used ranking methods.  

 

5.2 Baseline for linking (LinkBaseline) 
 

As a baseline for finding the statements, we extract the nearest adjective and determine if this 

adjective is contained in the searched statement. This is a rather simple approach as we do not 

have any means of limiting a statement based on the adjective, but it will be sufficient enough for 

detecting the general area where a statement is located. For our previously chosen example from 

figure 2 we assume the linking is correct if for the aspect display the adjective great is chosen as 

the link target. 

 

5.3 Baseline for limiting statement (LimitBaseline) 

 
For the limiting step, we decided to use the dependency subtree of the root node as a baseline. 

More precisely we extract every word directly or indirectly dependent from the root node as part 
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of the statement. This is again a quite simple baseline and therefore we allow for some noise. We 

define noise as additional words retrieved in an extracted statement. For instance, for the example 

sentence: The display has bright colours in figure 3 instead of only allowing the statement bright 
colours for the aspect display we also allow has leading to has bright colours as the statement for 

this baseline.  

 

6. RESULTS 
 

As previously mentioned we first look at the results of the individual steps and then regard the 

performance of the whole statement extraction step. 

 
 Table 3. Performance of the statement limitation methods 

Ranking P R F1 P@10 P@20 P@50 

LimitBaseline .51 .48 .50 - - - 

       

Accuracy .46 .46 .46 .64 .68 .73 

Support .26 .21 .23 .64 .46 .24 

Acc. & Sup. .35 .29 .32 .55 .62 .49 

 

Table 2 shows the performance of our linking step. From the results, we see that best performance 

is achieved when accuracy alone is used to rank patterns. The support ranking performs overall 

worse than all the others, including the baseline. When we look at the precision at position 10, 20 

and 50 we see that the accuracy ranking has only a small drop in the precision from precision@10 

to precision@20. The support and acc. & sup have an increased precision for position 10 to 20, 

but nevertheless they are still vastly outperformed by the accuracy ranking. 

 

 Results for limiting a statement are shown in Table 3. We evaluated only the exact matches 

between the extracted statements and the gold standard. As we see from the table the baseline 

performs quite well and is, overall better than our best results. The accuracy ranking outperforms 

our other rankings by more than 10% in the precision, recall and F1 score. This may be contrary 

to the intuition, as the support of a pattern indicates its popularity, and therefore should improve 

the recall. Relying on the most frequent pattern should also receive the most correct results. The 

data however shows a significantly (p value) worse performance for the support compared to the 

accuracy ranking.  

 

Table 4 shows the results for the complete extraction process (statement extraction and aspect 

linking) with different noise levels. Noise, as described in chapter 5.3, is additional words 

extracted along our statements. In our testing data, we have aspect and statement pairs. In the 

complete extraction process we aim to determine such pairs too. If the extracted pair is correct 

according to our evaluation criteria then we have a positive extraction, otherwise the extracted 

pair is considered as incorrect. From the results, we see again that the accuracy performs best for 

all the metrics. Contrary to the previous results, overall performance drops noticeably, from a F1 

score of about .50  to only .31 for the precise results without the noise. However, when we allow 

more noise, our results improve by .07 points in the precision, recall and F1 score. When 

comparing the results from the different noise levels incrementally, we have a significant 

improvement (p-value < .01) between each noise level step. Furthermore, we can see that our 

ranked results perform quite stable with a precision of over 50%.  
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Table 4. Results for extracting statement 

Noise Ranking P R F1 P@10 P@20 P@50 

 Accuracy .32 .30 .31 .52 .53 .50 

0 Support .09 .07 .08 .00 .05 .06 

 Acc. & Sup. .14 .12 .13 .00 .01 .14 

 Accuracy .36 .34 .35 .52 .53 .51 

1 Support .09 .07 .08 .00 .05 .06 

 Acc. & Sup. .22 .20 .21 .00 .01 .20 

 Accuracy .39 .37 .38 .52 .53 .52 

2 Support .10 .08 .09 .00 .05 .06 

 Acc. & Sup. .24 .22 .23 .00 .01 .22 

 

6.1 Discussion 
 
Our results show that ranking of the pattern has an enormous influence on the performance of the 

extraction methods. The large performance drop between the separate steps and the complete 

extraction indicates that, although the individual patterns perform rather good, the selection of the 

correct pair of patterns can be improved. Increasing the noise level in the statements largely 

improves our results. It shows us however that improving the patterns and their selection could 

lead to further improvement as either the link is not complete or the patterns are too vague for a 

better extraction. Either way, this shows that there is room for improvement. 

 

On this line we performed an error analysis. We manually inspected statements which were 

extracted by our patterns. Table 5 shows some of these statements. Most of the shorter statements, 

with one or two words, are correct and even the longest and most complex one is extracted 

completely. Some extracted statements like great and reasonable for the aspect price were most 

likely extracted by the wrong pattern. The whole sentence is the following: Besides that this card 
is great and very reasonable price of $50. The statement great references to the aspect card, but 

without the knowledge about the first part of the sentence this statement could also be related to 

the aspect price.  

 

Another area that requires further Sattention is the problem with erroneous reviews. We have seen 

several reviews that were problematic and yielded wrong dependency parse trees. We aim to 

implement detection methods for these erroneous cases, so that we can exclude them from 

processing. 

 

7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
 
In this work, we described the extraction of aspect-based statements from product reviews 

through patterns extracted from dependency parse trees. We introduced methods for identifying 

the head of a statement and detecting the boundary for the statement given the head. Our 

evaluation results show that the best method for choosing reliable patterns in both steps 

separately, as well as at once, is the accuracy of the pattern.  

 

Above, we already discussed some venues for improvement. In addition to these we also want to 

tackle the automatic extraction of aspects. Finally, we aim to use the aspects as well as all their 

assigned statements to generate summaries. Such summaries can be used by customers to satisfy 

their information needs and help them in their decision making purposes. 
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Table 5. Example extracted subjective phrases 

Aspect Extracted statement Correct statement 

price 

fair fair 

very reasonable very reasonable 

great and reasonable very reasonable 
low low 

n’t beat the price cant’t beat 
price matches quality Matches the quality well 

battery life 

really good really good 

lasted through the movie and several 

episodes of a tv show 

lasted through the movie and several 

episodes of a tv show 

awesome awesome 
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